
Justin B. Kinney ·@jbkinney Aug 24
Ok, I think they mean that SC2 looks like it was constructed by taking an 
RaTG13-like backbone and swapping in an RBD from a CoV similar to the 
pangolin CoV. The “smoking gun” is that the bounds of the swapped RBD 
nearly match those of the minimal fragment found in the 2008 paper
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Dr. rer. nat. Valentin Bruttel ·�VBrutte� Aug 25
so basically what  is describing here?
twitter.com/BiophysicsFL/s…
makes sense.
WIV wasn't making their own complete reverse genetic systems in 2008 
IIRC.
and they planned to manipulate the RBD.
which almost sticks out as much as the FCS if you look at the AA seq.

�BiophysicsFL

Louis R Nemzer ·�BiophysicsFL Aug 24
Replying to �BiophysicsFL
"a minimal insert region (amino acids 310 to 518) was 
found to be sufficient to convert the SL-CoV S from 
non-ACE2 binding to human ACE2 binding" (from 
2008)
…
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Post



technically, that divergent part is the receptor binding motive, which is only 
a part of the receptor binding domain, but exactly what they changed 
2008.
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Monali C. Rahalkar ·�MonaRaha�kar Aug 25
And that could be from pangolins or synthetic or modification of the bat 
RBD or miners virus RBD. There also could be a possibility that it was of 
the real 4991, which they optimised.
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Dr. rer. nat. Valentin Bruttel ·�VBrutte� Aug 25
yep, good old RBM juggeling like in the 2000s. and  let's put one in with 
amazing hACE affinity, see what happens. and while there, add an FCS 
that makes viruses super deadly.  just 2 changes, plus maybe a 
glycosylation site. and why use pseudoviruses, what could go wrong...

GIF
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Monali C. Rahalkar ·�MonaRaha�kar Aug 25
What I also think is that they did not gave us the correct RBD for 
RaTG13/4991, and the same was added little later and proposed as 
banal52. The original RBD of 4991 could be better, and optimisation of 
4991 or a similar virus like the miners virus could be what we as sars2.
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Zach Hensel ·@a�chemytoday Aug 25
This would be unbelievably silly if it weren't unbelievably offensive to your 
colleagues.
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Zach Hensel ·@a�chemytoday Aug 25
Let's presuppose it's January 2020 and (1) you are at the head of an 
international conspiracy of virologists, (2) you know that you are 
responsible for the pandemic, and (3) you know that, because it's a lab 
leak, there will not be another one.
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Zach Hensel ·@a�chemytoday Aug 25
What do you do? You just destroy whatever incriminating evidence you 
have and fabricate perfect evidence of origin from a susceptible animal in 
trade from wherever is convenient. It would be pretty easy and you'd be 
done by March.
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Dr. rer. nat. Valentin Bruttel
�VBrutte�

they had to publish RaTG13 in some form.
they had already uploaded it's RdRp to NIH servers in 2018.
it was extremely similar.
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also, we are not making up anything here.
they proposed in 2018 to
- test synthetic modifications of the RBD
- insert those binding to human ACE2 into SARS related coronavirus 
backbones
- also insert polybasic/furin cleavage sites
- do live virus binding assays at BLS2 in Wuhan
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